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ABSTRACT
Metamaterials make use of subwavelength building blocks to enhance our control on the propagation of light. To
determine the required material properties for a given functionality, i.e., a set of desired light flows inside a metamaterial
device, metamaterial designs often rely on a geometrical design tool known as transformation optics. In recent years,
applications in integrated photonics motivated several research groups to develop two-dimensional versions of
transformation optics capable of routing surface waves along graphene-dielectric and metal-dielectric interfaces.
Although guided electromagnetic waves are highly relevant to applications in integrated optics, no consistent
transformation-optical framework has so far been developed for slab waveguides. Indeed, the conventional application of
transformation optics to dielectric slab waveguides leads to bulky three-dimensional devices with metamaterial
implementations both inside and outside of the waveguide’s core. In this contribution, we develop a transformationoptical framework that still results in thin metamaterial waveguide devices consisting of a nonmagnetic metamaterial
core of varying thickness [Phys. Rev. B 93.8, 085429 (2016)]. We numerically demonstrate the effectiveness and
versatility of our equivalence relations with three crucial functionalities: a beam bender, a beam splitter and a conformal
lens. Our devices perform well on a qualitative (comparison of fields) and quantitative (comparison of transmitted
power) level compared to their bulky counterparts. As a result, the geometrical toolbox of transformation optics may lead
to a plethora of integrated metamaterial devices to route guided waves along optical chips.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Geometrical ideas crucially enhance our understanding and control of light in optical devices. The design of many
optical components with slowly varying material properties is based on the ray picture of light, assuming that the phase
of electromagnetic waves determines its propagation [1]. Mathematically, the ray picture of light boils down to an
elegant formula, put forward by Fermat. The principle of Fermat states that light rays follow those trajectories with
extremal optical path lengths (OPL), proportional to the refractive index of the medium:

OPL =  dr n(r ) .
In the past century, several scientists pointed to the resemblance of the behavior of light rays in inhomogeneous media
and the propagation of light through nontrivial space-times [2-4]. Indeed, in general relativity light also propagates along
trajectories, known as geodesics of a space-time geometry, which extremize the path length.
With the advent of transformation optics [5-9] and metamaterials [10-12], the link between the propagation of light
through inhomogeneous media and the propagation of light through curved spaces became an observable fact. The
Maxwell equations on a nontrivial space gij are exactly imposed by a specific electromagnetic metamaterial if the
material’s electric (permittivity ε ij ) and magnetic (permeability μ ij ) material distributions satisfy analytical equivalence
relations [5]

ε ij = g g ij = μ ij .
As a result, light behaves inside a transformation-optical metamaterial as if it propagates inside the (nontrivial) space.
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Besides the equivalence relations [Eq. (1)], the application of a coordinate transformation is a crucial ingredient of
transformation optics. Coordinate transformations design the eventual light flows inside a metamaterial device. As
shown in Fig. 1a-c, a coordinate transformation deforms initially straight light flows in a trivial Euclidean geometry δ ij
so that they follow a desired trajectory, e.g., they bend over 90 degrees. These trajectories are geodesics of the
coordinate-induced geometry gij , which may be expressed in terms of the Jacobian Λ i 'i = ∂xi ' ∂x i associated to the
coordinate transformation from old (Euclidean) coordinates x i ' to new coordinates x i [3]
gij = Λ i 'i δ i ' j ' Λ j ' j ,

(2)

making use of the Einstein summation convention. In conclusion, the application of a tailored coordinate transformation
leads to desired light flows, following the geodesics of a nontrivial geometry g ij , and the equivalence relations
materialize them in an optical device with impedance-matched metamaterials [Eq. (1)].
The geometrical tools of transformation optics naturally extend Fermat’s principle beyond the ray approximation [13].
After impressive designs of invisibility cloaks [5-9], the geometrical understanding of the interaction of light with
metamaterials has not only improved our control on the flow of light [14-15], the emission of electromagnetic radiation
[16-17], and our understanding of effective gauges [18-19], but also allows to study the behavior of light in space-times
that are actual solutions of the Einstein equations, such as artificial black holes [20-21] and the cosmological redshift
[22].
Recently, there is a growing interest to accurately manipulate light flows along two-dimensional material systems in
integrated optics, such as (bio-)sensing [23-24], optical circuitry [25-26], and all-optical device actuation [27-28]. These
applications benefit from strong confinement of light, which is achieved either by making use of bandgap materials [2931] or by coupling to plasmon polaritons on metal-dielectric and graphene-dielectric interfaces [32-33]. Motivated by the
potential of surface wave technology, several research groups have successfully applied the existing framework of
transformation optics to single metal-dielectric interfaces [34-37] and graphene-dielectric interfaces [38]. Indeed,
transformation optics has no need for adaptations when it couples to metal-based surface plasmons. The energy of a
surface wave, which is confined to a metal-dielectric interface, mostly resides inside the dielectric at frequencies far from
the surface plasmon resonance of the metal. As a result, one may apply the conventional framework of transformation
optics only to the dielectric layer to impose coordinate-based surface waves along the interface.
Unfortunately, the propagation range of surface plasmon polaritons is limited considerably by dissipation loss, especially
at infrared and optical frequencies [39]. Therefore, although transformation optics may design surface flows along a
metal-dielectric interface, this system is not suitable for long-range or low-loss applications in optical circuitry, actuation
and sensing. To remedy the metallic losses that are inherent to metal-dielectric interfaces, researchers have turned to
dielectric-dielectric (metamaterial) interfaces, making use of phonon polaritons sustained by polar dielectrics [40-41],
Dyakonov surface waves along anisotropic dielectric interfaces [42] and mie-resonance based metamaterials or
metasurfaces [43-45]. In recent years, the scope of all-dielectric metamaterials has systematically increased, e.g.,
dielectric building blocks may now sustain both positive and negative permittivity and permeability distributions, and
fabrication tools such as direct laser writing with femtosecond pulses [46-47] and self-assembly [48] allow for large-area
and highly anisotropic metamaterial designs.
In this contribution, we present our recent work on the manipulation of guided electromagnetic modes with low-loss alldielectric metamaterial waveguides based on a radically different formulation of transformation optics [49]. In Sec. 2, we
apply a two-dimensional coordinate transformation to the symmetry plane of a dielectric slab waveguide, consisting of a
high-index core layer ε core and low-index outer layers ε out such as vacuum, to mold the flow of guided modes along its
surface. We notice that the straightforward application of transformation optics leads to bulky and impractical designs,
with metamaterial implementation both inside and outside of the core region. To avoid bulky designs, we derive specific
equivalence relations for guided electromagnetic modes, based on the effect of a two-dimensional coordinate
transformation on their characteristic equations. Our equivalence relations lead to feasible and low loss metamaterial
waveguide cores of varying thickness without need of metamaterial implementations in the outer layers. In Sec. 3, we
demonstrate the flexibility and effectiveness of our equivalence relations with numerical simulations of three proof-ofprinciple devices: a beam bender, a beam splitter and a conformal lens.
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Figure 1. Our design uses a nonmagnetic uniaxial metamaterial waveguide of varying thickness to impose two-dimensional
ﬂows of light. The symmetry plane of a slab waveguide (a) is locally stretched by a two-dimensional conformal coordinate
transformation (b) so that light bends over 90 degrees as if it experiences a geometry γ(x,y) (c). (d) Accordingly, the vector
space of the incident guided mode with propagation constant β (green) is stretched in the symmetry plane (e). The total wave
vectors lie respectively on elliptical (hyperbolic) isofrequency contours of the wave equation in blue (red) inside the core
(outer) region. According to the traditional recipe of transformation optics, the exponential tails (k1) and thickness a are
preserved because metamaterials are implemented in the core and outer layers. (f) To preserve conﬁnement and to impose a
globally stretched propagation vector without metamaterials in the outer layers, a thickness variation ã ensures the
continuity conditions at the interfaces at the expense of changes in the exponential tails (k1). (g) The initial transversemagnetic proﬁle (with intensity in color online) is either stretched in a global way by nontrivial materials in both the core
and the outer regions (h) or in a partial way by one nontrivial material in the core region complemented with a thickness
variation (i).

2. TWO-DIMENSIONAL TRANSFORMATION OPTICS
As shown in Fig. 1a-c, confined light flows along the symmetry plane of a slab waveguide are manipulated by twodimensional coordinate transformations, e.g., a logarithmic map implementing a beam bend [15]. As a consequence, the
conventional equivalence relations of transformation optics [Eq. (1)] generate material distributions that are independent
of the transverse coordinate. Therefore, the conventional application of transformation optics leads to impedancematched metamaterial implementations that should, in principle, extend to infinity outside of the core layer, resulting in
bulky and impractical designs. In this section, we analyze the effect of a two-dimensional coordinate transformation on
the characteristic equations of a transverse-magnetic (TM) guided mode to come up with alternative and efficient
equivalence relations, based upon the description of the guided mode in the reciprocal space (Fig 1d-f) and the real space
(Fig. 1g-i) [29].
An incident transverse-magnetic guided mode of angular frequency ω (Fig 1d, 1g) consists of a confined transverse
profile that propagates along the symmetry plane with propagation constant β. The transverse profile is confined to the
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core layer, consisting of exponentially decaying tails outside of the core characterized by an extinction coefficient k1 and
sinusoidal variations inside the core characterized by a standing wave number k2 (Fig. 1g). The characteristic equations
of a guided mode now fix the frequency-dependence of the wavevector components. First, the Helmholtz equation of a
guided TM-mode relates the wavevector components, i.e., the transverse components (k1, k2) and the parallel component
(β), at a particular frequency ω :

 Δ xy ± k 21,2 + ε

ω 2 c 2  H || = 0 .

(3)

In particular, it imposes circular isofrequency contours inside the core and hyperbolic isofrequency contours outside of
the core (Fig. 1d). These contours are compatible for a range of propagation constants, within the green band. Second,
only one particular propagation constant β(ω), indicated by the green line in Fig. 1d, will sustain a continuous transverse
profile at the interfaces. The continuous profile on a waveguide of thickness 2a is imposed by the dispersion relation of
the TM-mode :
tan(k2 (ω , β ) a) =

ε core k1 (ω , β )
.
ε out k2 (ω , β )

(4)

We now investigate how the Helmholtz equation and the dispersion equation change when a two-dimensional conformal
transformation is applied to the symmetry plane of the slab waveguide. A conformal transformation locally rescales all
in-plane vectors with a stretching X and rotates them without changing their relative angles [15, 50]. Equation (2) readily
extracts the induced geometry, which has isotropic in-plane components γ ij = γ ( x , y ) δ ij and does not change the
transverse components. As mentioned before, the conventional application of transformation optics introduces
metamaterial implementations both inside and outside of the core, i.e., ε core, out ⊥ = γ ( x, y ) ε core, out , ε core, out  = ε core, out , μ = 1.
(Fig. 1e, 1h). This is a necessary requirement to preserve both the transverse wavevector components k1 and k2 while
~

stretching the in-plane propagation β = X β . Notice that, because the entire transverse profile is exactly preserved, the
dispersion relation preserves the thickness 2a of the metamaterial waveguide.
In Ref. [49], we start from the characteristic equations of the guided modes to derive alternative equivalence relations.
To impose the in-plane propagation, we insert a metamaterial inside the core layer that reproduces the Helmholtz
equation of the induced geometry, i.e., a unidirectional nonmagnetic core whose anisotropy is proportional to the induced
geometry
ε ⊥ = γ ( x, y ) ε core , ε  = ε core , μ = 1 .
(5)
~

As a consequence, the sinusoidal variations inside the core are preserved ( k2 = k2 ). In contrast, because we explicitly do
not implement a metamaterial in the outer layers, the Helmholtz equation will change the extinction coefficient
~2

k 1 = γ ( x, y ) β 2 − ε out ω 2 c 2 . To make sure that the profile is continuous at the interfaces, i.e., that the transverse profile
~

propagates with a transformed propagation constant β = γ ( x, y ) β ≈ X β at the incident frequency ω, we impose a
geometry-dependent thickness variation
ε
~
γ ( x, y ) β 2 − ε out ω 2 c 2 
1
 .
(6)
a( x, y ) = atan  core
 ε out

k2
k2


Our alternative equivalence relations [Eqs. (5)-(6)] lead to nonmagnetic metamaterial cores of varying thickness without
need for metamaterial implementations in the outer layers.

3. NONMAGNETIC METAMATERIAL WAVEGUIDE COMPONENTS
We will present numerical simulations of three proof-of-principle devices, a beam bender based on a logarithmic map
[15], a beam splitter based on a Schwarz-Christoffel transformation [50] and a conformal lens based on a Möbius
transformation [15], to demonstrate the versatility and effectiveness of our equivalence relations. Figure 2 visualizes the
symmetric thickness variation (the floating surface represents the thickness variation of the upper interface) and the
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Figure 2. Demonstration and numerical veriﬁcation of the versatility of the two-dimensional equivalence relations for a
beam bender (a)-(c), beam splitter (d)-(e) and Möbius lens (f)-(g). Both the anisotropy (visualized by surface coloring on
the symmetry plane of the waveguide) and the thickness variations of the core medium (visualized by the height of the
ﬂoating surface representing the upper interface z = ã) act on the in-plane magnetic ﬁelds to impose desired light flows
and correspond to technologically feasible parameters. Without thickness variations (c), the in-plane magnetic ﬁelds
cannot complete the bend.
anisotropy of the uniaxial metamaterial inside the core (color online on symmetry plane) for each waveguide component.
The required metamaterial distributions and thickness variations are feasible and can be fabricated by 3D printing (direct
laser writing) or other lithographic techniques [44-48]. Qualitatively, we observe that the in-plane magnetic fields in
Figs. 2b, 2e, and 2g, bend, split and focus in a very efficient way.
To quantitatively compare the performance of our two-dimensional designs to the bulky implementations of
transformation optics, we performed several numerical simulations of beam bends with decreasing inner radius R while
preserving the incident beam width w. As shown in Fig. 4, the throughput of our two-dimensional bends (from 84% to
93%) is highly comparable to the three-dimensional implementations (from 86% to 95%), even close to the
subwavelength regime. In contrast, an isotropic metamaterial core supplemented by the required thickness variation
cannot maintain high throughputs for small bending radii. Besides the anisotropy of metamaterial cores, the thickness
variation is another crucial ingredient of the equivalence relations without which guided waves cannot complete the bend
(Fig. 2c).

4. CONCLUSION
In this contribution, we have introduced alternative equivalence relations, based on the characteristic equations of guided
modes, to design thin, nonmagnetic metamaterial waveguides of varying thickness. Next to the successful
implementation of individual devices, i.e., beam benders, beam splitters and conformal lenses, our work paves the way
for a holistic manipulation of guided modes: one optimized metamaterial waveguide may seamlessly split, bend and
focus light in an integrated setup with minimized insertion loss [49].
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Figure 3. The throughput of our beam bender is evaluated for seven outer radii R at ﬁxed beam width w. Increases in
anisotropy are represented by the benchmark w/R, as a way to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our equivalence relations
(purple dots) compared to the conventional design of transformation optics (red dots) and an isotropic implementation
with appropriate thickness variation (blue dots). The throughputs of our two-dimensional metamaterial cores are
impressive, lying close to those of the three-dimensional implementation while isotropic metamaterial cores cannot
maintain their performance as inner radii approach the free space wavelength λ = 1.5µm. Mesh convergence studies
resulted in negligible error bars.
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